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[Chinese shoes Network - Brand News] Hong Kong "Economic Daily" reported, Pick (01968.HK), CEO Xu Zhihua 22 responses,
Nike (Nike) and Jeremy Lin success endorsement contract news is not true, means forest flower off someone, "everything is
possible." 
Xu Zhihua said Jeremy Lin contract with Nike thing, is the online rumors, and its Nike contract should be about 2 years, so now
"everything is possible." Zhi-Hua Xu said, the Olympic and Lin "know for a long time," but "because at that time the two sides resolve
the issue," not implemented contract. But he stressed that after the two sides have always been communication, but can not disclose
details endorsement matters. 
Lin after fame, went to seek the endorsement of the brand at home and abroad flocked there are rumors that Li Ning (02331.HK),
Peak and Jordan have shown interest. But "Beijing Daily" quoted the 22nd domestic sports brands relevant person in charge of the
claim, saying Lin has successfully contract with Nike, but unknown details of cooperation. 
Jordan sports brand responsible person, the brand has begun to assess the commercial value of Lin's assessment. According to
"Forbes" estimates, current personal Lin Biao market value has risen to $ 14 million (approximately HK $ 109 million). 
Pick PR person in charge of Liu Xiang in an interview last week, "said Yao retired, we all want to have a Asian hero to succeed him.
The negotiations with the company CEO Jeremy Lin personally, we believe there is great I, the company had not personally talk
precedent CEO contract "news Peak day stock price soaring 8.5%but the stock fell 3.3% on the 22nd, to close at 2.32 yuan.
(Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional Footwear News)
2013-12-08 23:57:05 Hengda priceless ambition to make Guangzhou Hengda win the night everywhere filled with the breath of
victory, in Grandview Plaza appeared on the LED highlight domineering win Hengda oath, "You can buy coaches, teammates God
buy, buy the dream team, but the ambition is priceless! "
an AFC championship Hengda is clearly only the beginning of dominance, ambition priceless, Guangzhou did not win enough! 
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Nike launched the Air Force 1 Low "Blue Snake" 2013-12-08 22:47:31 Today the network has exposed a single element from Nike's
Snake product, overwhelmed by its launch of this Air Force 1 Low "Blue Snake" As the name suggests as blue as the main design,
coupled with the upper serpentine imitation leather, from the exposure of the photographs look no breakthrough elements. It is
reported that this shoe "Blue Snake" will meet with you in January next year, I do not know when the Year of the Snake Nike's most
heavy single product to come?
Air Jordan 14 Retro "Thunder" in-kind for the first time exposure 2014-05-06 22:44:36
This summer, the popular full of "Thor" color will be struck again! But carrying on the classic color which is not AJ4, but in this
operation quite frequently engraved Air Jordan 14. Recently shoes kind for the first time appeared on the network, with the full texture
of black shoes nubuck leather shoes are composed of fabric, combined with yellow detail embellishment, quite rosy. The Air Jordan
14 Retro "Thunder" will be officially on sale July 4 this year, priced at $ 170.
Nike Air Way Up three color samples are exposed 2013-12-08 22:48:44
network exposure recently three new color of Nike Air Way Up sample pictures, these three new color Nike Air Way Up also have not
been commercially available, may meet with friends in 2013, three color The red white color in overexposed Earlier, the other two
colors are just emerging. About Nike Air Way Up next more commercial information, please continue to pay attention to us. 
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MAGIC STICK x Porter "Yeezy" series jointly backpack enjoy 2014-05-06 22:46:37
With Sneaker cultural development, to the shoes design theme peripheral products are constantly emerging. Recently Japanese
street fashion brand MAGIC STICK to celebrate its third anniversary, invited to make the big bag Porter, jointly with Air Yeezy 2 for
design inspiration, black, gray two color transplanted to the top of the backpack design and Yeezy 2 serpentine and luminous iconic
elements to be retained, creating a tidal flavor of these two backpacks, impressive. 
Nike Flyknit Racer month new color preview 2014-02-24 20:59:18
as the for the mountains Flyknit series, although the new version continued, but Flyknit Racer's popularity has been high. This month,
Nike is also appended to this pair of popular two new color models, these two colors are Atomic Purple and Neo Turquoise, the
former with purple and orange contrast, the latter to the classic mix of red and blue presentation, it is learned that two color will
gradually added in the near future, like friends do not miss.
Tribute Nike introduced LeBron Diamond Series 2013-12-08 22:36:07
2012 �� 10 �� Nike Sportswear will debut Nike Sportswear LeBron Diamond series. The series uses a neoclassical approach,
aimed at re-examining and ideas through archives as well as classic men's Nike history to discover outstanding products. 
Nike Sportswear LeBron Diamond series "Earned Not Given" T �� LeBron aims to win his first championship in 2012 after wearing
the slogan tribute, which the T-shirt 100% organic cotton. Peacoat wool blend coat is a leather sleeve jacket, it makes LeBron
signature series of clothing has become more abundant, tear and seamless nylon zipper design make it stick lighter, more durable. In
many small details can reflect the practicality and bountiful nature (these are from the 18th century, this coat Peacoat Navy clothing
characteristics), from the extra pocket to media threading hole, these details make it through the winter Out of the perfect coat. Nike
Sportswear LeBron Diamond 6 Crew Pullover also get inspiration from the function, its prototype is the founder of Nike AW77
western Athletic Association Jeff & middotthe creation of a Hollister hoodie, which can help in a variety of runners weather conditions
play a level. Yarn dyed stripes and ribbed cuffs icing on the cake for this classic, but also become a major feature Nike Sportswear
LeBron Diamond series. In addition, Nike Sportswear winter also launched Nike Total Air Foamposite Max, Nike Air Force 1
Foamposite Pro Low shoes and other merchandise products, not only the classical technology for fusion once again, in the coupled



and also highlights the details of the superstar LeBron & middotJames' attitude and personal style, but also make you different.
just stroll zozotown, found the STANDARD JOURNAL launched this group of BOTION KOYUK shoes, very suitable for summer use. 
< p > shoes on the surface of selected weaving techniques and low part is from the espadrille shoes, equipped with a linen woven
grass, with refined taste and characteristics, suitable for all the minimalist income people, but the most interesting place or shoes
multicolored, in succession to push the variety of color, people indulge in the blue and orange, especially the latter, very coquettish is
angry ah! 
< p > hey, key Laila, shoes, not expensive, you want 5775 yen to buy, like a friend to pay close attention to the matter, some number
has been sold out, oh! 
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